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Abstract

In spite of methodological and conceptual
parallels, the computational linguistic appli-
cations short answer scoring (Burrows et
al., 2015), authorship attribution (Stamatatos,
2009), and plagiarism detection (Zesch and
Gurevych, 2012) have not been linked in prac-
tice. This work explores the practical useful-
ness of the combination of features from each
of these fields for two tasks: short answer
assessment, and plagiarism detection. The
experiments show that incorporating features
from the other domain yields significant im-
provements. A feature analysis reveals that
robust lexical and semantic features are most
informative for these tasks.

1 Introduction

Despite different ultimate goals, Short Answer As-
sessment, Plagiarism Detection, and Authorship At-
tribution are three domains of Computational Lin-
guistics that share a range of methodology. How-
ever, these parallel have not been compared across
domains. This work explores the intersection of
these areas in a practical context.
In the domain of authorship attribution, a set of texts
and potential authors is given, and the goal is to ”dis-
tinguish between texts written by different authors”
(Stamatatos, 2009, page 1). In the domain of short
answer assessment, tools are designed to assess the
meaning of a short answer by comparing it to a refer-
ence answer (Burrows et al., 2015; Ziai et al., 2012),
and thereby to its semantic appropriateness. In the
domain of Plagiarism Detection, two main goals can

be pursued (Clough and Stevenson, 2011): in ex-
trinsic plagiarism detection, a source and potentially
plagiarized texts are compared as a whole unit with
methods from the domain of authorship attribution
(Grieve, 2007). The goal of intrinsic plagiarism de-
tection is to detect stylistic changes within one doc-
ument (Zu Eissen and Stein, 2006).
All three areas use textual similarity features on
various levels of linguistic abstraction for nom-
inal classifiers, but the distribution of features
over three related dimensions differs (Zesch and
Gurevych, 2012): style, content, and structure.
While (learner language) short answer assessment
systems put emphasis on content and ignore stylis-
tic aspects, authorship attribution focuses on stylis-
tic features. Plagiarism detection systems use both
content, structural, and stylistic similarity features
to classify texts as plagiarizing other documents or
not. The main task for short answer assessment and
plagiarism detection is to evaluate the existence and
quality of paraphrases of a source text. This work
explores the effect of features used in the field of
authorship attribution and plagiarism detection fea-
tures for short answer assessment, as well as the ef-
fect of short answer assessment features for plagia-
rism detection.

2 Data

For the experiments in the domain of short answer
assessment, the Corpus of Reading comprehension
Exercises in German (Ott et al., 2012) was used.
For the experiments in the domain of plagiarism de-
tection, the Wikipedia Reuse Corpus (Clough and
Stevenson, 2011) was selected for the experiments.
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These resources were chosen since they are standard
shared evaluation resources in these domains (Bur-
rows et al., 2015; Zesch and Gurevych, 2012).

2.1 CREG

CREG-1032 is a short answer learner corpus con-
taining student and reference answers to questions
about reading comprehension texts. The longitudi-
nal data was collected at two German programs in
the United States at the Ohio State University (OSU)
and the Kansas University (KU). The corpus ex-
hibits a high variability of surface forms and seman-
tic content in the student answers due to a variety of
proficiency levels represented. Each student answer
was annotated by two independent annotators with a
binary diagnosis indicating the semantic correctness
of the answer, independent of surface variations such
as spelling mistakes or agreement errors. The cor-
pus is balanced with respect to this diagnosis. Table
1 shows the distribution of student answers, target
answers, and questions, as described in (Meurers et
al., 2011b), who also showed that the OSU answers
are significantly longer (average token length of 9.7
for KU versus 15.0 for OSU).

2.2 Wikipedia Reuse Corpus

The Wikipedia Reuse Corpus (WRC, (Clough and
Stevenson, 2011)) represents different types of text
reuse imitating different plagiarism types: copy and
paste, light and heavy revision, and non-plagiarism.
The plagiarism samples vary in the amount of re-
vision and paraphrasing performed by participants.
Table 1 shows the corpus’ data distribution. The
texts were not exclusively written by English native
speakers and show similar surface/semantic varia-
tion as the CREG answers. With an average of 208
tokens in length, the answers are nearly 20 times as
long as the answers in the CREG corpus, but referred
to as ”short answers” (Clough and Stevenson, 2011,
page 1). Since Zesch and Gurevych (2012) showed
empirical deficits in the text reuse conditions, all pla-
giarism labels were collapsed into a single category,
rendering the task a binary classification, parallel to
the CREG binary diagnoses. In this setting, the data
is unbalanced: the majority class is the plagiarism
class with 57 instances, whereas there are only 38
non-plagiarized documents.

CREG-1032-KU CREG-1032-OSU WRC
# student answers 610 422 95
# target answers 136 87 5
# questions 117 60 5

Table 1: Data distribution in the CREG-1032 and
Wikipedia Reuse Corpus data set.

3 Baseline Short Answer Assessment
System

The UIMA-based CoMiC system (Meurers et al.,
2011a; Meurers et al., 2011b) served as a framework
for the experiments. It is an alignment-based short
answer assessment system which aligns student to
reference answers on different levels of linguistic
abstraction in order to classify learner answers as
(in)correct based on the quantity of different align-
ment types. CoMiC proved to be highly effective
for both German and English (Burrows et al., 2015).
The CoMiC system follows a three-stage pipeline
architecture (Bailey and Meurers, 2008; Meurers et
al., 2011a): alignment, annotation, diagnosis.
First, the system enriches the raw answer texts with
linguistic annotation. Table 2 from (Meurers et al.,
2011b) shows the different annotation tasks together
with the respective tools.

Task NLP Tool
Sentence Detection OpenNLP (Baldridge, 2005)
Tokenization OpenNLP (Baldridge, 2005)
Lemmatization TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994)
Spell Checking Edit distance (Levenshtein, 1966)

igerman98 word list
POS Tagging TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994)
NP Chunking OpenNLP (Baldridge, 2005)
Lexical Relations GermaNet (Hamp and Feldweg, 1997)
Similarity Score PMI-IR (Turney, 2001)
Dependency Parsing MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2007)

Table 2: NLP tools used in the CoMiC system.

In the second step, a globally optimal alignment con-
figuration is selected by the Traditional Marriage
Algorithm (Gale and Shapley, 1962). The system
aligns tokens, NP chunks, and dependency triples.
Tokens are aligned when they match on the sur-
face, lowercased surface, synonym, semantic type,
or lemma level. Only new elements (not verbatim
given in the corresponding question) are aligned.
In the final step, a range of features (Table 3, (Meur-
ers et al., 2011b)) are extracted and fed to a ma-
chine learning component. In contrast to the original
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CoMiC system, predictions are made with WEKA’s
(Hall et al., 2009) memory based learner instead of
the TiMBL memory based learner (Daelemans et al.,
2007). The features denote directionalized quanti-
ties of alignments on different linguistic levels (’pct’
= ’percentage of’).

Feature Description
1. Keyword Overlap pct keywords aligned
2. Target Token Overlap pct aligned target tokens
3. Learner Token Overlap pct aligned student tokens
4. Target Chunk Overlap pct aligned target chunks
5. Learner Chunk Overlap pct aligned student chunks
6. Target Triple Overlap pct aligned target dependency triples
7. Learner Triple Overlap pct aligned student dependency triples
8. Token Match pct token-identical token alignments
9. Similarity Match pct similarity-resolved token alignments
10. Semtype Match pct type-resolved token alignments
11. Lemma Match pct lemma-resolved token alignments
12. Synonym Match pct synonym-resolved token alignments
13. Variety of Match (0-5) sum of features 8-12
14. Target Answer ID target answer id
15. Student Answer ID student answer id

Table 3: CoMiC system features.

4 Extensions of the Baseline System

Stamatatos (2009) provides an extensive overview
about approaches and stylometric features used in
computerized authorship attribution. The features
are divided into four subclasses. Table 4 based
on (Stamatatos, 2009, page 3) lists all the fea-
tures used, as well as their corresponding category
(lexical/character/syntactic/semantic) and informa-
tion about whether they are applied to one or two
documents. If they are applicable to one document,
then there exists a feature both for the student and for
the target side in order to model the relation in this
specific dimension of similarity, reflected in the pre-
fix ’Student’ or ’Target’ in the feature names. Fea-
tures applied to two documents are computed via
cosine similarity between a vector for each answer
holding the frequencies of the elements under con-
sideration. The feature all features interpolated is a
special overlap feature, for which first all frequen-
cies of all feature extractors were added to one vec-
tor before the cosine similarity was applied (see Fig-
ure 1). The first m entries in the vector are lexical
features, followed by n character features, etc.
The SpellCorr feature measures the token overlap
between two texts using spelling corrected and sur-
face forms. For each token, the system checks

Feature Description # Docs
lexical

AvgWordLength Average word length 1
TTR Type-Token Ratio 1
WordUniFreq Word Unigram frequency similarity 2
WordBiFreq Word Bigram frequency similarity 2
WordTriFreq Word Trigram frequency similarity 2
SpellCorr Spell Corrected Unigram Matches 1

character
CharFreq Character frequency similarity 2
UpperCharFreq Uppercase character frequency similarity 2
LowerCharFreq Lowercase character frequency similarity 2
DigitCharFreq Digit character frequency similarity 2
LetterProportion Proportion of letters (A-Za-z) in answer 1
UpperProportion Proportion of uppercase letters in answer 1
LowerProportion Proportion of lowercase letters in answer 1
CharBigramFreq Character bigram frequency similarity 2
CharTrigramFreq Character trigram frequency similarity 2
CharFourgramFreq Character fourgram frequency similarity 2
CharFivegramFreq Character fivegram frequency similarity 2

syntactic
POS Part of Speech tag frequency similarity 2
Chunk Chunk tag frequency similarity 2
NPChunk Noun phrase chunk frequency similarity 2
PosBigram POS tag bigram frequency similarity 2
PosTrigram POS tag trigram frequency similarity 2
PosFourgram POS tag fourgram frequency similarity 2
PosFivegram POS tag fivegram frequency similarity 2

semantic
Synonym Proportion of synonym-overlapping tokens 1
DepTriple Proportion of dependency triple overlaps 1

combination
all features interpolated all features combined 2

Table 4: Authorship attribution features imple-
mented in CoMiC.

whether the token or its lemma appears in a word
list. If not, the system seaches the closest Levens-
thein match cosidering both the other document and
the word list. All .arff feature files were generated
with the same givenness constraints as the CoMiC
baseline features and exported from there to WEKA.

5 Experimental Testing

The following orthogonal hypotheses were tested:

1. The accuracy for the learner language short an-
swer assessment task increases when features
from the domain of authorship attribution are
added.

2. The accuracy for the plagiarism classification
task increases when features from the short an-
swer assessment system are added.

5.1 Method
The WEKA lazy iBk memory based learner with
k=5-nearest neighbor search was run in a 10-
fold cross validation setting. Following Dietterich
(1998), the McNemar’s test with α = 0.1 is used in
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student l1 l2 ... lm c1 c2 ... cn s1 s2 ... sk se1 se2 ... sel
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cosine similarity

lexical character syntactic semantic

Figure 1: Interpolated textual similarity.

R to test whether an improvement over the baseline
is statistically significant.

5.2 Results

Table 5 shows accuracies for the prediction of the
semantic equivalence of learner answers and the
prediction of plagiarism. For short answer assess-
ment, the CoMiC features yielding an accuracy of
84.5% (KU) and 87.1% (OSU) are used as a base-
line. For plagiarism detection, the set of all style
features (Table 4, 84.2%) was used as the baseline.
Table 5 shows that using only the baseline features
from the other domain already yield significant im-
provements (92.6% for the WRC, 86.9% for CREG-
1032-KU) over the baseline of in-domain features.
Also the combination of both baseline feature sets
yields improvements over the respective baseline.
Even though the interpolated similarity feature on
its own resulted in a surprisingly high accuracy for
CREG-1032-OSU (87.9%), it only works in combi-
nation for the WRC corpus, resulting in the highest
accuracy of all experiments (95.8%). Lexical fea-
tures alone result in accuracies comparable to the
baseline accuracies for both tasks. The character
based features alone work better for short answer
assessment, with even better results when combined
with the baseline features. Semantic features have a
higher impact for plagiarism detection, although for
the CREG-1032-OSU data set, these features alone
yield nearly the baseline accuracy.

Feature Analysis. The information gain of fea-
tures was computed in WEKA with the InfoGainAt-
tributeEval filter with default parameters. Ta-
ble 6 shows the ten most informative features for
each data set. The most informative features are
mostly lexical or character-based and thus content-
modeling features, where the most informative fea-

Features Data
KU OSU WRC

baselines
CoMiC 84.5 87.1 92.6*
all style features 86.9* 86.0 84.2
baselines + new features
CoMiC + all style features 85.6 87.7 90.5*
all features interpolated 78.0 87.9 62.1
CoMiC + all features interpolated 84.3 87.2 95.8*
lexical features 84.5 86.3 90.5*
CoMiC + lexical features 84.4 88.2 88.4
character features 83.3 86.3 82.2
CoMiC + character features 85.7 87.7 83.2
syntactic features 67.4 69.0 80.0
CoMiC + syntactic features 84.3 85.1 87.4
semantic features 82.1 85.0 90.6*
CoMiC + semantic features 83.8 87.0 91.6*

Table 5: Results for the binary classification tasks. *
denotes a significant improvement (α = 0.1).

ture indicates the proportion of matched tokens
when spelling-corrected versions are used. This is
not surprising given the high surface variability in
the corpora, and the design choices of the corpus
creation to ignore form errors and focus on seman-
tics.

6 Discussion and Related Work

Grieve (2007) provided an extensive comparison of
quantitative authorship attribution methods for ex-
trinsic plagiarism detection. The observation that
word and character-based metrics are most success-
ful for extrinsic plagiarism detection can be con-
firmed by the present study. Clough and Stevenson
(2011) tested two methods for classifying the texts in
their Wikipedia Reuse Corpus: n-gram overlap and
longest common subsequence. They report on an ac-
curacy of 80% for predicting all four labels, and an
accuracy of 94.7% for the binary classification. The
present work outperformed the already very accu-
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Rank CREG-1032 WRC
1 TargetSpellCorr StudentSpellCorr
2 CharBigramFreq Token Match
3 CharTrigramFreq CharTrigramFreq
4 CharFourgramFreq CharFourgramFreq
5 WordUniFreq CharFivegramFreq
6 all features interpolated TargetSpellCorr
7 Target synonym overlap CharBigramFreq
8 CharFivegramFreq StudentSynonym
9 StudentSpellCorr WordUniFreq
10 TargetSynonym TargetSynonym

Table 6: Ten most informative features for the
CREG-1032 and WRC data set.

rate system by Clough and Stevenson (2011) by al-
most one percent point with an accuracy of 95.8%.
Zesch and Gurevych (2012) used a variety of con-
tent, structural, and stylistic features for the plagia-
rism classification task on the Wikipedia Reuse Cor-
pus. They report an accuracy of 96.8% for the task
of binary plagiarism classification.
Meurers et al. (2011b) reported an accuracy of
84.6% for both the CREG-1032-KU and the CREG-
1032-OSU data set with an early version of the
CoMiC-DE system. Hahn and Meurers (2012)
report an accuracy of 86.3% for the CREG cor-
pus as a result of using the CoSeC system, which
uses abstract semantic representations. Horbach et
al. (2013) re-implemented the CoMiC system and
tested the effect of considering the text instead of
pre-defined target answers. In the best case, they
reached an accuracy of 84.4% on the CREG corpus.
Pado and Kiefer (2015) classified answers in the
CREG corpus according to their similarity to a target
answer. All answers above a threshold were classi-
fied as correct, resulting in an accuracy of 83.7% for
CREG-1032. Ziai and Meurers (2014) made use of
human-annotated information structural annotations
for the CREG-1032-OSU data set. They obtained an
accuracy of 90.3% for the CREG-1032-OSU data
set for the CoMiC system. Rudzewitz (2015) aug-
mented the CoMiC system with alignment weight-
ing features measuring the importance of aligned el-
ements with respect to the concrete task and general
linguistic properties of aligned elements. This work
reported an accuracy of 90.0% for the CREG-1032-
OSU corpus. The difference of 1.2% to the present
work warrants a combination of both approaches in

future work.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

This article represents a pioneer work for linking the
three research areas short answer assessment, au-
thorship attribution, and plagiarism detection.
The experiments confirmed the hypothesis formu-
lated in the introduction that these areas share a
similar methodology in terms of frameworks, tasks,
and features. It was shown that semantics-based
features modeling aspects of content, especially ro-
bust character-based features, were most effective
for both short answer assessment and plagiarism de-
tection, and that the most informative features for
both corpora were surprisingly similar. The experi-
ments also made evident that already rather simple
features can yield reasonable results for these tasks.
Both research hypotheses formulated in section 5
could be confirmed, respectively the null hypothe-
sis could be rejected: features from authorship at-
tribution yielded significant improvements for the
task of learner language assessment, and features
from learner language assessment yielded signifi-
cant improvements for the task of plagiarism detec-
tion. However, it has to be noted that not all features
are strictly task-specific, and also applicable to other
NLP tasks.
A comparison with related work showed that the re-
sults are comparable to current state-of-the-art ap-
proaches, although there is still room for improve-
ment. Future work therefore will explore the us-
age of more features, more elaborate machine learn-
ing algorithms, and automatic feature selection tech-
niques. In addition, more corpora from either do-
main will be used to obtain a broader evaluation per-
spective. Especially stylistic features modeling for
example stopword patterns as well as longest com-
mon subsequence features are hypothesized to be
beneficial for the task of plagiarism detection since
they model stylistic rather than semantic properties.
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